PRO-FORM Le Tour de France Model No. PFEX01312.1
Get the experience of riding outside without leaving the comfort of your own home. You draw the routeanywhere in the world-and iFit Technology Powered by Google Maps automatically downloads the map
to your console. What you see is exactly what you feel-every hill, every flat and every decline. This versatile
Indoor Cycle delivers more options for a greater benchmark performance. With 24 Digital Gear Controls
you can personalize any workout. Interactive Incline and Decline Controls allow your bike to follow the
road. Intelligent Wind Resistance factors in your height and weight for a calculated drive. Train like a Pro
with Le Tour de France Indoor Cycle.
Ride Anywhere in the World with Google Maps iFit Technology Built-In
With the iFit Technology Powered by Google Maps you can ride anywhere in the world! Choose from 24
pre-mapped courses or create your own. Ride over the Passage du Gois or climb the hills of Mont des
Alouettes in France. Now you can experience these same trails and more on this Indoor Cycle. With iFit
Technology you can ride where the Pro's do. The world is at your fingertips. Map any route and enjoy the
ride! Google and Google Maps are registered trademarks of Google, Inc. Includes one year iFit
membership for free.
Built-In Power Meter
The built-in power meter is an internal device that allows you to monitor your watts and RPM's directly
on the console.
Eliminate the hassle of attaching a separate device to measure your watts and RPM's—the ProForm Tour
de France Indoor Cycle comes equipped with a built-in power meter. The built-in power meter is an
internal device that allows you to monitor your watts and RPM's on the console as you ride. The power
meter allows you to tune-in to your ride and monitor your watts and RPM's for a better benchmark
performance. Now you can make certain that you are challenging yourself while perfecting your ride. With
the power meter you can get real-time feedback on how hard you are training.
It Does What the Street Does -20 - 20% Digital Incline and Decline Controls
Introducing incline and decline that matches the street! Now, you can experience any route around the
world and Le Tour de France Indoor Cycle automatically adjusts the incline and decline to simulate the
terrain! No matter the route, no matter the map, your bike moves to follow the road. So, you get a realistic
workout-just as if you were outside-but without the traffic, potholes and weather. Now you can have the
perfect day on your road bike every day of the year with Le Tour de France Indoor Cycle.
Handlebar Shifters
You can now conveniently alternate gears just like you would on your road bike with the new Handlebar
Shifters! Right and left Handlebar Shifters simulate front and rear sprockets just like your road bike.
Designed to match that of your road bike—the left shifter adjusts resistance in the front sprockets while
the right shifter adjusts resistance in the rear sprockets. With 24 different resistance levels you can adjust
your ride by the slightest amount possible on an indoor cycle and develop more cardiovascular strength.

Intelligent Wind Resistance for a More Personalized Experience
Any indoor bike can give you resistance-but only Le Tour de France Indoor Cycle can give you Intelligent
Wind Resistance. Intelligent Wind Resistance automatically adjusts the resistance of your bike based on
your wind profile. Our smart technology calculates your height and weight to apply the natural resistance
you would get out on the road. A climb in your basement is exactly like a climb outside.
What the pros are saying...
"After winning the Ironman Hawaii World Championships again, I shifted my focus on putting myself back
on the Australian Olympic Team for London. I was told this was an impossible dream and that finding the
power and speed to match guys half my age was simply a midlife crisis. I grabbed myself a TDF bike and
used set programs to look at developing the strength, speed and power that would be necessary to race
at the speeds necessary to win Olympic medals again. At 38 years of age I was told "impossible", "Can't
be Done" and "no chance" Thanks to the TDF bike and the specific indoor sets we could control, we
achieved the impossible and qualified for the Olympic Shadow squad. It is without question the best way
to get the specific results you are looking for."
Chris McCormack, 2010 Ironman World Champion
"The "Tour De France Trainer" is incredible because it has a very realistic road feel. In over 20 years of
riding trainers, I've never ridden anything even close. My favorite features are the Google Maps
application, and that the bike actually rotates up or down based on uphills and downhills. The "Tour De
France Trainer" is by far the closest stationary bicycle to the road I've ever experienced! Five stars!"
Lewis Elliot, Former US National Team Cyclist







iFit Live Technology Built-InGet smarter workouts and faster results! Featuring workouts Powered
by Google Maps, automatic incline, decline and resistance controls, this wireless technology is the
ultimate workout experience
3.5-Inch Full Color DisplayKeep track of your workout time, distance, pulse and calories burned
with this easy-to-read display. iFit Live Workouts are displayed through Satellite View from Google
Maps
Compatible Music Port for iPodMove to the beat of your favorite music with this built-in sound
system Plug your iPod, or MP3 Player, into the Interplay Music Port for unbeatable sound quality
Intermix Acoustics Sound SystemEnjoy your favorite media with this built-in sound system that
produces a broad range of frequencies and rich, equalized sound.

Contact: steven.p.rivers@gmail.com
Based in Niagara. Collection preferred but happy to meet in surrounding areas. May be delivered to GTA
and Hamilton.

